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Abstract. Exploration of linked data aims at providing tools and tech-
niques that enable to effectively explore a dataset through concepts, re-
lationships, and properties by means of SPARQL endpoints and visual
interfaces. In this paper, we present a set of clouding services for linked
data exploration, to enable the end-user to personalize and focus her/his
exploration by interactively configuring high-level conceptual structures
called inClouds.
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1 Introduction

The Linked Data paradigm promoted a new way of exposing, sharing, and con-
necting pieces of data, information, and knowledge on the Semantic Web, based
on URIs (Universal Resource Identifier) and RDF (Resource Description Frame-
work) [1]. However, due to the inherent flat organization of linked data reposito-
ries, the user interested in getting data about a certain search target has usually
to face a multi-step and loosely-intuitive browsing activity to build a (more or
less) comprehensive picture of the data of interest [5,7,13].

In this paper, we address the exploration of linked data, namely the activity
aiming at providing tools and techniques that enable to effectively explore a
dataset through concepts, relationships, and properties by means of SPARQL
endpoints and visual interfaces. We define a set of clouding services to enable
the end-user to personalize and focus her/his exploration by interactively config-
uring high-level conceptual structures called inClouds. inClouds and associated
clouding services allow the exploration of underlying data through i) concepts,
that are representative of sets of linked data built through similarity-based clus-
tering and that can be browsed and dynamically reconfigured upon user request;
ii) proximity relations, that express the existence of a similarity relationship be-
tween concepts and related clusters and that are used as navigation paths to
browse and combine data pertaining to different but related concepts; iii) rank-
ing properties, expressed in form of prominence values associated with concepts
and proximity values associated with relations, that enable the user to intu-
itively focus on the most relevant concepts and their most significant relations
to explore the underlying data.
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After introducing the main features of inClouds and their life-cycle (Section 2),
the paper focuses on describing the clouding services to support the initial boot-
strapping and the subsequent interactive tailoring of inClouds for enabling more
effective and focused exploration modalities (Sections 3, 4, and 5). Related work
(Section 6) and concluding remarks (Section 7) finally close the paper.

2 Linked Data Clouds

To go beyond the flat organization of linked data repositories, in [4], we introduced
the inCloudas a high-level, intuitive data structure capable of representing at a
glance a (generally wide) collection of linked data. After briefly recalling the main
features of inClouds, we then focus on the main contribution of the paper, namely
on the definition of the inCloud life-cycle and associated clouding services.

2.1 The inCloud Structure

An inCloud originates from a set S of linked data extracted from a repository
R (e.g., Freebase1, DBpedia2) through a combination of SPARQL queries starting
from a seed s, that is an URI of R chosen by the user as the “point of origin”
for linked data extraction (see Section 2.2).

Definition 1. inCloud. Given a seed s, an inCloud is defined as a graph iCs =
(N,E), where a node ni ∈ N represents a concept with an associated cluster
of similar linked data belonging to S and an edge e(ni, nj) ∈ E represents a
relation of proximity between ni and nj, denoting the fact that the two concepts
and the respective clusters are somehow related.

In the inCloud graph, a concept ni ∈ N is defined as ni = (Ki, Ti, cli) where
Ki is a set of keywords, Ti is a set of types, and cli is a cluster of linked data,
respectively. The cluster cli contains a subset of the linked data in S and it is
built through aggregation of those linked data that are similar according to a
considered matching function. Ki and Ti are defined over the linked data of cli
by choosing the most frequently occurring terms and types in the specification
of the linked data of cli, respectively. Each concept ni ∈ N is characterized by
a prominence pi, which denotes the relative importance of ni within the over-
all inCloud. The concept prominence is proportional to the number and the
strength of proximity relations holding between ni and the other concepts of
the inCloud. The prominence affects the visual organization of the correspond-
ing concept/cluster of the inCloud, in that the most prominent concepts are
highlighted in foreground.

A proximity relation e(ni, nj) represents a similarity-based relationship between
the concepts ni and nj . The nature of the proximity relation depends on the
matching function employed for similarity evaluation. For instance,

1 http://www.freebase.com/
2 http://dbpedia.org/

http://www.freebase.com/
http://dbpedia.org/
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when geo-spatial properties are considered to calculate linked data similarity, a
proximity relation e(ni, nj) denotes that the concepts ni and nj contain a number
of geographically close elements in their respective clusters cli and clj . A proxim-
ity relation e(ni, nj) is associated with a degree of proximity xij which denotes the
strength of the relationship between the concepts ni and nj . The proximity degree
xij depends on the number of elements that are similar (i.e., matching) across the
clusters cli and clj, respectively. The higher the number of similar elements, the
higher the proximity degree xij

3. Proximity relations suggest possible exploration
paths across the concepts of the inCloud, thus enabling a user to navigate from one
concept to another following a similarity-based criterion.

Example. An example of inCloud extracted from the Freebase repository for the
seed s =/en/italy is shown in Figure 1, providing concepts about Italy and some
related countries in Europe (e.g., France, Germany). In the figure, we high-
light some concepts clustering data about cities, regions, tourist attractions, and
films. In Figure 1, keywords Ki and types Ti of a concepts ni are represented
as boxes, while a circle with an ID is used to represent the corresponding clus-
ter cli. The circle size of a cluster cli can vary from one cluster to another,
and it is proportional to the prominence pi associated with the concept ni. A
proximity relation e(ni, nj) is represented as a solid line whose thickness is pro-
portional to the degree of proximity xij holding between the concepts ni and nj .
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Fig. 1. An example of inCloud extracted from the Freebase repository for the seed
s =/en/italy

3 A proximity relation e(ni, nj) and its degree of proximity xij are defined between con-
cepts ni and nj and are calculated over the matching elements of the corresponding
clusters cli and clj .
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For a concept ni, a portion of the linked data resources contained in the cluster
cli is also shown. For instance, the concept n120 of Figure 1 is described by the
keyword set K120 = {st peters basilica, trevi fountain, appian way}, the the type set
T120 = {tourist attraction}, and the cluster cl120.

2.2 The inCloud Life-Cycle

An inCloud is characterized by a two-phase life-cycle based on bootstrapping and
tailoring activities (see Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. The inCloud life-cycle

Bootstrapping. This phase has the goal to generate the initial inCloud about
a given user interest. To this end, the user specifies the repository R and the
seed s to use for extracting the set of linked data S that is the basis for the
inCloud construction. The set S is constituted by those linked data of R that
are pertinent to the seed s, namely those resources that are connected to s
through a property path of length ≤ d. The distance d is a parameter to set the
extension at which linked data extraction has to be enforced and thus the size
of the resulting inCloud4. The inCloud creation is articulated in three steps.

Similarity Evaluation. A similarity matrix (M) is defined by calculating all the
pairs of similar linked data resources in the set S. An entry M [i, j] ∈ (0, 1]
denotes the similarity value between the i-th and the j-th linked data resources
in S. Techniques for linked data matching based on property names and values
are employed for calculation of the similarity values of M . By default, all the
properties of the linked data resources in S are considered for matching.

4 More details about linked data extraction from a repository R are provided in [4].
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Cluster Definition. A classification method (cm) is employed to generate a set
of similarity-based clusters CL = {cl1, . . . , clk} out of the matrix M . Different
classification methods can be chosen by the user. In particular, we enforce clas-
sification methods that allow the insertion of a linked data resource in a single
cluster only (i.e., single-partitioning), the default one, and those supporting the
insertion in multiple clusters (i.e., multiple-partitioning).

Concept Abstraction. A set of concepts N and a set of proximity links E fea-
turing the inCloud are finally generated out of similarity clusters. In particular,
a concept ni ∈ N is defined by extracting a set of keywords Ki and a set of
types Ti from the linked data contained in a cluster cli ∈ CL. Prominence value
pi and degree of proximity xij are then calculated for each concept ni. Based
on the value xij , the proximity relation e(ni, nj) ∈ E is defined for each pair of
concepts ni and nj.

Tailoring. This phase has the goal to enable the user to dynamically configure
the inCloud for adaptation and re-organization according to her/his exploration
preferences. The similarity-configuration, cluster-configuration, and target-config-
uration services are defined enforcing tailoring at three different levels of deepness.

Target-Configuration Service. This service enables the user to re-organize the
inCloud structure according to a specific target query of interest. Target-config-
uration is a “lightweight” re-organization service of the inCloud that works only
on prominence while keeping the similarity matrix M and related clusters CL
unaltered.

Cluster-Configuration Service. This service enables the user to change the clus-
tering method to produce new clusters/concepts providing a different view on the
underlying linked data. Cluster-configuration is a “middleweight” re-organization
service, in that it allows to produce a different aggregation of data while keeping
the similarity matrix M unaltered.

Similarity-Configuration Service. This service enables the user to change the prop-
erties to consider for evaluating the similarity of linked data, and thus to set the “di-
mensions” of similarity to emphsize. Similarity-configuration is a “heavyweight”
re-organization service that deeply changes the structure of the inCloud since it
directly works on the set of linked data S extracted from the repositoryR.

3 Target-Configuration Service

The target-configuration service makes it possible for a user to restrict the ex-
ploration of the inCloud according to a target query, which expresses in form of
keywords a specific theme/topic, or a specific entity described by the linked data
which compose the inCloud, such as a real-world object/person, an event, a sit-
uation, or any similar subject. For example, in our inCloud example of Figure 1,
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a user may be interested in focusing on a specific city, like Rome, or either on
the notion of “city”, seen as the collection of all the cities described in the cloud.
The target query is processed against the inCloud concepts, and a new inCloud
is produced containing only the concepts matching the target, as shown in the
example of Figure 3.

Given a target query t and an inCloud iC, the target-configuration service pro-
duces a new inCloud iC′ which contains one or more cut-outs of iC composed by
the subset of the concepts of iC that “have to do” with t. In particular, a cut-out
contains the concepts C of iC that directly match t, and can also contain the con-
cepts of iC at a distance w from at least one concept in C. Moreover, concepts in
the new inCloud are characterized by a new value of prominence for iC′.

The core functions of target-configuration are the filtering function and the
prominence function.

3.1 The Filtering Function

In order to satisfy an interest, a user formulates her target as a keyword-based
query t, composed over a controlled vocabulary of terms extracted from the sets
of keywords and types associated with the concepts of the inCloud. The filtering
function takes the actual inCloud , the target query t and a distance parameter
w ≥ 0 setting the extension of the filtering and produces the new inCloud iC′:

filtering(iC, t, w) → iC′

The query t is processed using standard tokenization techniques for extracting
constituent terms. Each constituent term t is matched against sets Ki and Ti of
each concept ni ∈ N . Each ni containing t in Ki and/or Ti (looking at the type
names) is selected and added to the set of filtered concepts N ′ ∈ iC′. N ′ is then
expanded by adding, for each concept ni ∈ N ′, all the adjacent concepts nj ∈ N
for which e(ni, nj) ∈ E. This last step is iterated w times. According to this
procedure, the resulting inCloud iC′ is composed by all the concepts matching
the target t and all the concepts at distance w in iC from them.

3.2 The Prominence Function

The prominence pi of a concept ni ∈ iC′ is a measure of the relevance of ni in
iC′ according to the number of proximity relations holding between ni and the
other concepts in N ′, as follows:

prominence(iC′) → [0, 1]

Concept prominence is computed on the basis of the random walks procedure
that has been proposed in [11]. This measure is calculated by counting how often
a concept ni is traversed by a random walk between two other concepts, using
proximity relations between concepts as paths in the inCloud. In particular, the
probability of using a given proximity relation in a random walk for moving from
a concept ni to another concept nj is proportional to the proximity degree xij

between ni and nj . We first label each concept with a same initial small value
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of prominence and then we start walking in the inCloud moving from a concept
to the subsequent one using their proximity relation as a path. Each time a
concept is visited, we augment its prominence. When more than one concept is
reachable from a starting concept, we randomly choose the proximity relation to
follow. The probability of each proximity relation to be chosen as a step in the
random walk is proportional to its proximity degree. For the sake of simplicity,
we simply stop the procedure after a pre-defined number of times. According to
this approach, the concepts with the highest levels of prominence at the end of
the process are those which are more connected with others through proximity
relation with high degrees of proximity.

3.3 Example

As an example of target configuration, we suppose that the user is interested
in switching her view of the inCloud shown in Figure 1 on the target “rome”.
This configuration produces two main cut-outs in the resulting inCloud, one
containing geographical and touristic information (Figure 3 (a)) and the other
one containing movies (Figure 3 (b)). In the figure, concepts directly matching
the target (i.e., w = 0) are highlighted, and adjacent concepts (i.e., w = 1)
are shown as gray circles. Concepts directly matching the target are related to
the city of Rome and to movies located in Rome. Adjacent concepts contain
information about resources that are indirectly referred to the city of Rome,
such as for example Italian villages surrounding the capital or movies similar to
the one located in Rome. The new prominence values for the resulting inCloud
show that the five concepts directly matching the target are the most promi-
nent, since the new cloud is built starting from them. However, looking at the
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cut-out of Figure 3 (a), it is interesting to note how the most prominent concept
is the one containing touristic attractions, since it is the one containing resources
associated not only with Rome but also with the other towns surrounding the
capital.

4 Cluster-Configuration Service

The cluster-configuration service is conceived to enforce a dynamic re-organization
of the inCloud through the use of a different classification method for linked data
clustering. As an example, we consider the inCloud fragment of Figure 4(a) taken
from Figure 1 where clusters are produced using a hierarchical agglomerative clus-
tering. In this example, numerous and very focused clusters characterize the
inCloud, thus enforcing a sort of “analytic” view of the underlying linked data. By
invoking the cluster-configuration service, the user can switch from the inCloud of
Figure 4(a) to the inCloud of Figure 4(b). The example of Figure 4(b) is built by
employing clique percolation as classification method. We observe that the clus-
ters of Figure 4(b) provide a sort of “thematic” view of the underlying linked data
where a higher level of aggregation is enforced and a lower number of clusters is
produced as a result.

The cluster-configuration service changes the cluster structure of the inCloud
and it is conceived to switch from one classification method to another according
to the kind of view that the user aims to enforce (i.e., analytic vs. thematic). The
cluster-configuration service works on a similarity matrix M and it generates a
new set of clusters CL′ with new proximity relations and associated degrees of
proximity.

The core functions of cluster-configuration are the clustering function and the
proximity function.
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4.1 The Clustering Function

The clustering function produces a set of clusters CL′ calculated by relying on a
similarity matrix M through the use of the classification method cm as follows:

clustering(M, cm) → CL′

In the literature, a number of clustering algorithms are available to be employed
as classification method cm. In [10], the main existing clustering algorithms are
surveyed according to the partitioning solution used for segmenting the dataset
to cluster. In the following, we distinguish the possible classification methods in
two different families, namely single-partitioning and multiple-partitioning.

Single-Partitioning Classification Methods. They are based on the idea that a
linked data resource is placed in only one cluster and thus cluster overlapping is
not possible. An example of single-partitioning classification method is agglom-
erative hierarchical clustering [3]. Hierarchical clustering works on the similarity
matrix M through a series of successive merging operations of linked data re-
sources into groups. The algorithm follows a bottom-up approach to compose
a tree where each leave corresponds to a linked data resource, while interme-
diate nodes represent virtual elements,(i.e., cluster “centroids”) that group the
child nodes of the tree. Initially, a singleton cluster cli is created for each linked
data resource stored in the matrix M . Then, in each successive iteration, the
closest pair of clusters (i.e., the clusters with the highest similarity value in M)
are merged and inserted in the tree. The iteration terminates when no further
merge operations are possible. By exploiting the cluster tree, clusters with a
desired level of similarity can be selected by setting an appropriate similarity
threshold th. In the example of Figure 4(a), hierarchical clustering with a sim-
ilarity threshold th = 0.7 has been adopted, generating a total number of 210
clusters. More technical details about similarity-based hierarchical clustering of
linked data can be found in [3].

As a general remark, we note that single-partitioning methods are usually
characterized by quadratic/cubic computational complexity and they tend to
produce a sort of “analytic” view of the linked data in S composed of small,
homogeneous clusters. The readability of clusters is high due to the focused in-
formation therein contained. However, retrieving a resource within clusters be-
comes hard when some incorrect grouping operation has happened and a linked
data resource can be misplaced into an inappropriate cluster.

Multiple-Partitioning Classification Methods. They allow the possible insertion
of a linked data resource in more than one cluster. An example of multiple-
partitioning classification method is the clique percolation method (CPM) [12].
The CPM is a clustering algorithm that works on a linked data graph S+ as input
for generating the set of clusters CL as output. S+ corresponds to the RDF graph
of the linked data in S “augmented” with additional edges to directly connect
the pairs of similar linked data reosurces that have an entry in the similarity
matrix M . The CPM recognizes as a cluster a region of nodes in S+ which are
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more densely connected to each other than to the nodes outside the region. The
CPM is based on the notion of k-clique which corresponds to a complete (fully-
connected) sub-graph of k nodes within the graph S+. Two k-cliques are defined
as adjacent k-cliques if they share k−1 nodes. The CPM determines clusters from
k-cliques. In particular, a cluster, or more precisely, a k-clique-cluster, is defined
as the union of all k-cliques that can be reached from each other through a series
of adjacent k-cliques. In the example of Figure 4(b), the CPM has produced a
total number of 26 clusters. More technical details about the CPM classification
method can be found in [4].

As a general remark, we note that multiple-partitioning methods are usually
characterized by exponential computational complexity and they tend to produce
a sort of “thematic” view of the linked data in S composed of large, varied
clusters. Each cluster provides a “bird-eye” of the contained linked data and a
certain resource can belong to different clusters due to the fact that a linked
data can match with more than one linked data resource.

4.2 The Proximity Function

The proximity function produces a set of edges E′ calculated by relying on a set
of clusters CL′ and a similarity matrix M as follows:

proximity(CL′,M) → E′

The proximity function exploits the clusters in CL′ and it calculates the prox-
imity degree xij for each pair of clusters cli, clj ∈ CL′. An edge is inserted in E′

when a proximity degree xij > 0 is found. The proximity degree xij measures
the level of similarity between the contents of the clusters cli and clj . Thus, xij

is proportional to the number of similar linked data resources between cli and
clj according to the similarity matrix M . The proximity degree xij is calculated
as follows:

xij =
| sij |
| cli |

where sij = {M [k, z] > 0 : k ∈ cli, z ∈ clj} is the set of similar linked data
between cli and clj and | cli | is the cardinality of the cluster cli, that is the
number of linked data resources belonging to cli. The higher the number of
similar linked data between cli and clj , the higher the corresponding proximity
degree xij . We note that the proximity degree between two clusters cli and clj
is asymmetric, denoting the fact that the cluster cli can be more specific than
clj and somehow “contained” in it, or viceversa.

5 Similarity-Configuration Service

The similarity configuration service is invoked in order set the dimension of inter-
est for similarity evaluation in terms of properties to be considered for matching
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resources in S. We call dimension D a subset of the set of properties P featuring
linked data resources in S. If, for example, a user is interested in the “geo-
graphical” dimension of data for similarity evaluation, she will choose only those
properties representing geo-oriented attributes of resources, such as geo-location
coordinates, regions, countries. The core functions of similarity configuration are
the dimensioning function and the similarity function.

5.1 The Dimensioning Function

The dimensioning function defines the composition of the dimension D by se-
lecting the constituent properties among those in set P , as follows:

dimensioning(P) → D
Dimensioning is performed by the end-user who interactively selects the prop-
erties of interest. The choice is assisted by giving the user the chance to select
all the properties having one or more types of interest in S as domain, in order
to support a faster process of property selection. In the bootstrapping phase, a
general dimension D ≡ P is applied to evaluate a comprehensive value of sim-
ilarity. During the tailoring phase, dimensioning allows the modification of the
similarity criterion by focusing on a specific subset of properties. Since the sim-
ilarity matrix is calculated through matching techniques by taking into account
only the properties in D, it happens that the property choice affects the crite-
rion used in order to consider two resources to be similar. For example, in case
of geographical information, the notion of “similar” will be intended as “near”,
since similar resources will be the ones having similar values for their geographic
properties.

5.2 The Similarity Function

The similarity function returns a similarity matrix M ′ starting from the linked
data resources in S by applying the dimension D, as follows:

similarity(S,D) :→ M ′

M ′ is calculated through linked data matching techniques working on the set
of linked data properties specified in D. In order to implement similarity, we
rely on the matching library of HMatch 2.0 matching system, where a wide set
of matching functions are available to accommodate different matching require-
ments and cases. In particular, given two resources ri, rj ∈ S, their similarity
coefficient M ′[i, j] in M ′ is computed as follows:

M ′[i, j] =

|D|∑

k=0

match(pk(ri), pk(rj))

| D |
where pk(ri) denotes the value of the property pk ∈ D for the resource ri.
The function match returns 0 if one of the two resources has no values for the
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property at hand; otherwise, match returns a similarity degree between the two
property values in form of a coefficient in the range [0,1]. The similarity degree
between property values is calculated by exploiting different matching functions
depending on the type of the property values at hand. In particular, if we are
matching dates or numbers, we rely on specific matching functions which measure
the distance between the values at hand, in such a way that a higher similarity
degree corresponds to a smaller distance between the dates/numbers that are
matched. Instead, in case of textual values, conventional, state-of-the-art string
matching functions like I-Sub, Q-Gram, Edit-Distance, and Jaro-Winkler are
available in HMatch 2.0.

5.3 Example

As an example of how the choice of a dimension may change the resulting
similarity matrix and, as a consequence, the resulting concepts/clusters in the
corresponding inCloud, we take into account four resources, namely the URIs
/en/italy, /en/france, /en/spain, and /en/united kingdom representing the countries
Italy, France, Spain, and UK in Freebase, respectively. A portion of the proper-
ties and corresponding values of these resources are shown in Figure 5.

At the bootstrapping, the degree of similarity between the four countries is
quite low (i.e., not exceeding 0.42), since countries are matched according to the
general dimension based on all their properties. In fact, in spite of the presence
of some properties with similar or equal values, there are many country-specific
properties and values that are different from one country to the other, such
as for example the historical events and the local products (in the example
we reported the case of beers produced in each country). The picture changes
if we configure more specific dimensions such as the geographical dimension
D = {area, containedby, time zones} and the political dimension D′ = {org founded,
form of government, currency used, official language}. As we can see in Figure 6, the

property /en/italy /en/france /en/spain /en/united kingdom

area → 301338.0 674843.0 504030.0 244820.0
containedby → europe europe europe europe
containedby → southern europe western europe southern europe western europe
time zones → CET CET CET GMT

events → social war july revolution first carlist war battle of britain
events → ... ... ... ...

beers from here → peroni fischer tradition cerveza reina greens discovery
beers from here → ... ... ... ...

form of government → republic republic monarchy monarchy
org founded → council of europe council of europe - council of europe

currency used → euro euro euro uk pound
official language → italian language french language spanish language english language
official language → - - catalan language -

Fig. 5. A portion of properties and corresponding values featuring the resources
/en/italy, /en/france, /en/spain, and /en/united kingdom in Freebase
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Geographical dimension

/en/italy /en/france /en/spain /en/united kingdom
/en/italy 1.0
/en/france 0.81 1.0
/en/spain 0.9 0.89 1.0

/en/united kingdom 0.74 0.67 0.66 1.0

Political dimension

/en/italy /en/france /en/spain /en/united kingdom
/en/italy 1.0
/en/france 0.91 1.0
/en/spain 0.62 0.58 1.0

/en/united kingdom 0.57 0.6 0.7 1.0

Fig. 6. Example of similarity matrices for different dimensions

similarity between countries of the example changes if we adopt the geographical
or the political dimension, respectively. From a geographic point of view, the
most similar countries are Italy, Spain and France, and thus we can define two
clusters of countries containing Italy, Spain and France on one side, and United
Kingdom on the other side. This result is mainly caused by the fact that the three
countries have a similar dimension and adopt the same time zone. According
to the political dimension, we note that Italy and France are the most similar
countries and this would result in two different clusters: one containing Italy and
France and the other one containing Spain and United Kingdom, respectively.

6 Related Work

Work more strictly related to our approach is focused on improving retrieval,
search, and exploration of data belonging to the Linked Data cloud [2,8]. In
this context, some tools are recently being appearing, like for example Parallax

(http://www.freebase.com/labs/parallax/), gFacet (http://www.visual
dataweb.org/gfacet.php), Sig.ma (http://sig.ma/), and Microsoft Pivot

(http://www.microsoft.com/silverlight/pivotviewer/ ). Mainly, the idea
of these tools is to work on the presentation aspects of the Web of Data and to
provide functionalities for smart browsing in form of visual interfaces based on
graphs, mashups, and histograms. In a similar direction, structured and collab-
orative search engines are being emerging as a promising solution for presenting
query results in a sort of structured form with the aim at focusing on under-
standing the user information need. Examples in this field are Wolfram Alpha

(http://www.wolframalpha.com ) and YAGO2 (http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/
yago-naga/yago ).

Other work related to inClouds includes approaches for linked data organi-
zation and presentation. Examples of solutions in this respect are [6,9], where
tools for exploration of DBpedia and Freebase are presented, not only via directed
RDF links, but also via newly-discovered knowledge associations and visual nav-
igation paths. Aggregation techniques are proposed to combine related topics
in unified nodes, providing also a textual description of each node. In other

 http://\discretionary {-}{}{}www.\discretionary {-}{}{}freebase.\discretionary {-}{}{}com/\discretionary {-}{}{}labs/\discretionary {-}{}{}parallax/
http://\discretionary {-}{}{}www.\discretionary {-}{}{}visualdataweb.\discretionary {-}{}{}org/\discretionary {-}{}{}gfacet.\discretionary {-}{}{}php
http://\discretionary {-}{}{}www.\discretionary {-}{}{}visualdataweb.\discretionary {-}{}{}org/\discretionary {-}{}{}gfacet.\discretionary {-}{}{}php
http://sig.ma/
http://\discretionary {-}{}{}www.\discretionary {-}{}{}micro\discretionary {-}{}{}soft.\discretionary {-}{}{}com/\discretionary {-}{}{}silverlight/\discretionary {-}{}{}pivot\discretionary {-}{}{}viewer/
http://\discretionary {-}{}{}www.\discretionary {-}{}{}wolframalpha.\discretionary {-}{}{}com
http://\discretionary {-}{}{}www.\discretionary {-}{}{}mpi-inf.\discretionary {-}{}{}mpg.de/\discretionary {-}{}{}yago-naga/\discretionary {-}{}{}yago
http://\discretionary {-}{}{}www.\discretionary {-}{}{}mpi-inf.\discretionary {-}{}{}mpg.de/\discretionary {-}{}{}yago-naga/\discretionary {-}{}{}yago
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approaches, like Marbles (http://www5.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/ marbles ) and
LESS (http://less.aksw.org), information about resources of interest is pre-
sented exploiting HTML and RSS and by using different colors to distinguish
sources. In comparison with recent approaches to graph summarization [14], we
stress that inClouds do not aim at providing efficient graph compression tech-
niques for visualization of a potentially large dataset. Instead, the ultimate goal
of inClouds is similarity-based aggregating of linked data resources for explo-
ration purposes. Summarization and compression are interesting side effects of
our clustering methods that could be integrated in our clouding services for
improving visualization in case of large linked data sets to consider.

Main Contribution of the Proposed Approach. The main contribution of our
clouding services for linked data exploration regards the definition of techniques
to move from the flat and static organization of linked data to a high-level and
dynamic thematic view. This new organization of data makes it possible the def-
inition of powerful services for linked data exploration as well as new paradigms
for linked data presentation. We introduce an intuitive visualization of linked
data in terms of concepts, which synthesize the contents of thematic clusters.
Moreover, we define a dynamic environment where inClouds are not seen as a
static data structures, but where they can be dynamically (re-)configured during
their life-cycle by the user choosing different techniques for matching, clustering
and filtering of contents.

7 Concluding Remarks

In the paper, we defined clouding services for smart and effective exploration of
linked data through interactive configuration of inClouds. Besides aggregation-
based visualization of linked data, clouding services aim at providing the essential
functionalities for allowing the end-user to dynamically change the view over a
certain linked data set of interest according to her/his personal preferences. In
this sense, target-, cluster-, and similarity-configuration services are to be seen as
a sort of dashboard, enabling the user to take control of inClouds and thus of the
underlying data through powerful and intuitive re-organization/manipulation
tools. Ongoing work is devoted to the development of the proposed services in
our prototype for inCloud construction and management (http://islab.dico.
unimi.it/inCloud/ ). Some experimental results have already been collected
by focusing on evaluation of inClouds with respect to matching/clustering accu-
racy and user-perceived quality of data cloud organization [3]. In particular, we
presented an experiment run with a group of 18 students of the Databases course
of the Master Degree in Computer Science held at the University of Milan. The
students had a similar background on Linked Data and Semantic Web, mainly
based on some classes delivered on these topics in the course. Students where re-
quired to work on three test cases corresponding to different kinds of initial seeds
of interest and inClouds involving different datasources, including Freebase and
DBpedia. In particular, we asked each student to compare inClouds with respect

http://www5.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/marbles
http://www5.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/marbles
http://less.aksw.org
http://\discretionary {-}{}{}islab.\discretionary {-}{}{}dico.\discretionary {-}{}{}unimi.\discretionary {-}{}{}it/\discretionary {-}{}{}inCloud/
http://\discretionary {-}{}{}islab.\discretionary {-}{}{}dico.\discretionary {-}{}{}unimi.\discretionary {-}{}{}it/\discretionary {-}{}{}inCloud/
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to conventional web tools for accessing the linked data contents, such as the web
interfaces of Freebase and Wikipedia. The main goal of the experiment was to
collect a feedback concerning the effectiveness and advantages of our approach
for linked data exploration. The answers were positive. For about the 75% of
the users, inClouds provide relevant and sufficient information about the data
of interest and the perceived quality of the thematic organization is generally
good. Moreover, the majority of the involved students reported that inClouds
provide an advantage in terms of effectiveness and usability with respect to con-
ventional web tools for linked data exploration. A more specific evaluation of
dimension-based configuration is being conducted using a method analogous to
the one used for the inCloud quality evaluation. However, the inCloud qual-
ity evaluation results are promising also for the usefulness of dimension-based
matching and re-configuration of inClouds. In fact, from the experiments we
got the suggestions of providing mechanisms to interactively focus the inClouds
organization according to different user needs (i.e., matching dimensions).
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